Introducing the all new **RAPID COOLER** by **BOTTOMS UP**

A custom designed state of the art dry cooler meets a state of the art Bottoms Up filler!

This extraordinary machine will, within 5 minutes of turning on the power, deliver ice cold beer, perfectly poured and portioned.

The unit features internal primary and secondary gas pressure regulation, which, once set-up by the installing technician is then out of the reach of users. The gas cylinder can be connected via the integrated high pressure gas hose, and simple push fit connectors enable the beer coupler and secondary gas supply connections to the keg.

PLUG & PLAY is now a reality. With a powerful and ecologically friendly R290 cooling system, this beautifully and custom constructed Bottoms Up filler unit will deliver beer upon beer – perfectly every time. The system will deliver 300 x 500ml portions per hour at a rate of 10 seconds per cup.

Two grab handles on the sides of the machine, slide out and enable the unit to be moved and placed into position easily.

**Pouring a perfect pint has never been easier!**

---

**Specifications:**

- **Flow Rate:** 160l/h
- **Inlet Size:** 3/4
- **Weight:** 49.5 Kg
- **Refrigerant:** R290
- **Delivery Distance:** 52m
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